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wrillen by hand (11).ln fact documents counted as genuine
for this kind of rcading were anything actually handwTinen.
But then: were other documents, similar to manuscripts,
used by students, viz books called Books of Civility printed
in Gothic characters.
Albert Vakntine mentions that this kind of document was
a transitiun between handwritten and printed material (12).
For the author of the "Parish School" however, these te'1s
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were exactly the same as Manuscripts, since he arranged that
they should be used at the same time as manuscripts (13) in
schools. The "Conduct of Schools" composed by de La Salle,
seems to side with the first idea that they were 3 transition,
since the students were, according to that book, expected to
read the Book of Politeness first and then to go on to the
readingof manuscripts found in registers etc. (14). Whatever
the case, reading gothic characters (in the books of Politeness) was required everywhere in elementary schools, as well
as was the reading of manuscripts properly so called.

Catechism, the queen of subjects.

General idea of the programme.
The French name for elementary schools in De la Salle's
Day was "petites ecoles ll • Their b~sic curriculum concentrated on reading, writing and bookkeeping (1), with religion
and politeness completing the programme (2).
Those subjects formed the kernel, but others werc added,
like Scripture as part of catechism (3), and arithmetic was
included in bookkeeping. Some authors combine the lattcr
two, though others affirm that they were different subjects.
There is quite frequent mention also ofFrench grammar (4).
But when this subject is mentioned, the university does not
seemed to have looked favourably on elementary schools
teaching it, since they were jealous of the latters' success,
which resulted in some university halls being deserted. In
fact a decree of 1675 backed the university and forbade
school teachers giving instruction in grammar except 3S a
side issue to reading and writing (5).
A necessary aspect of reading, writing and grammar was
the teaching of spelling, nearly all contemporary documents
mentioning it (6). To that was added ponctuation (7).
In some schools singing constituted the artistic element of
the programme (8). Latin also is sometimes mentioned, but
at an elementary level. It was studied more thoroughly however in Paris as preparation for secondary school, known as
a college in those days (9). Even Greek was taught in some
Paris elementary schools with a view to college entry (10).

Catechism was the key subject in schools. Even such an
important subject as reading was in view of a student's
learning about his religion, for if he could read, he could
complete his religious studies by himself (15).
Religious Instruction and formation differ according to
place. The Council of Cambrai (1565) and Alexander Farnese (1580) ordered that the following be items learnt: the
Apostles' Creed, the Our Father, the Angelus, the Ten
Commandments, Church Laws and how to go to confession
(16). But lhe Synod of Ypres (1630) ordered the teacher to
make the children learn a lesson from the Elementary Catechism each week, and told the teacher to go with the
children to parish catechism on certain set days (17).
The aut hor of the -Parish school" spends the whole second
part of his book or. catechism, and heads that part of the
book with the titk: "On ?iety". It has six parts:

1. Catechism during the last quarter hour.
2. Ordinary cai.cchism fo~ Pa.is or the dioc~ses.
3. CatL:chism on mysteries.

..L Catechism on Confirmation.
S. Penance.
6. Holy Communion.

The catechism for the last quarter hour took place every
day. It dealt with confirmation on the ten days before it was
received, on confession for fifteen days before students
ordinarilvwent La confession. Other than the above, the time
was spent on explaining prayers, duties of a Christian, Mass
and the Holy Rosary (IS).
The ordinary catechism of Paris or diocese was given twice

Reading, as top priority.

a week. II is q~ile solemn and has three parts: 1. ievision of
the chief prayers. 2. part of the list of the main mysteries:
Holy Trinity, Incarnation elc. 3. recitation of the catechism
tex1 (19).

Reading took first place among the basic subjects. The
teacher, in order to qualify, had at least in some towns, to be
able to read not only printed ma.tter but also documents

A third kind of catechism was "Catechism on the chief
mysteries of the year". It covers the important religious feasts
of the liturgical year and is intended to prepare the students
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to spend them like Christians. The emotions were brought
to bear in this mauer, and to achieve emotional involvement,
graphic explanations were needed (20).

Importance of teaching technical subjects.
Technical teaching for boys or girls is dealt with in documents coming from all parts of France especially from thc
industrial north.
The regulations of Demia pay special attention to students' manual work in keeping with their industrial surroundings (21). "The Genuine Constitutions" of the
Daughters of the Congregation of Our Lady by Saint Peter
Fourier, also speaks of craft work of a useful and becoming
kind for girls, whether poor or rich (22). Those who financed
the schools insisted in several parishes on technical subjects
being taught, and preferred the terms "manual work" for girls
and "Professional work" for boys (23).
"Manual Work '! and "Professional Work" were prominent
in northern France. In Lille, the Sister of Our Lady of the
Presentation taught Itreading, writing and manual work". In
Stappaert (1656) the students had to learn "some profession
or skill to earn a living". In Cambrai (1633) young girls learnt
how to sew, weave, make lace and other such things, and
when they reached the right age, they were taught household
skills like washing, bread making, cooking etc. Douai and
Dunkirk had weaving shops where girls learnt to weave. In
Douai and Lille, there existed drawing schools. From 1698
onwards, in the municipalities of Ypres and Tournaisis,
teachers had to give instruction in horticulLure and orchard
care. This kind of work, according to articlc 2 of the regulations was excellent physical exercise, gave students a taste
for country life, kept the students simple in their privatc and
public contacts, and encouraged a love of work which for the
students assured an honourable well-being (24).

The encouragement of technical subjects
through "Colbertism".
There can be little doubt that the pressurcs put on schools
in the 17th Century to make boys and girls learn practical
skills were directives from the hichest level and had wide
implications, because they were f:ased on the gener:..: en~
couragement that Colbert had given to industry and commerce. Ever since his appointment as councillor of state in
1649 until his death on September 6, 1683, all Colbert's
efforts were aimed at the prosperily of France. By pressing
for the formation oflocal skilled workers, he recognised that
France would become economically independent of its ri·
vals.
Colbert had no liking for agriculture. First he imagincd
that agriculture would never be able to produce enough for
export. He also thought that Ooods, droughts and storms
were all bent on ruining his plans for prosperity in that
direction. Another pointer against agriculture was that Colbert assumed it depended on those aristocrats who Ih'ed oul
of town and, as they were, in his opinion, a degcrate lot, they

wuulJ be unable to produce anything. That is why he concentrated on industry as his chief commercial asset.

He therefore pressed for improvement in every aspect of
industry, beginning at lhe ballam with the teaching of industrial skills, which the state itself undertook to foster. The
workshops of the Louvre and the TuiUeries, the Gobelines
and the royal factories and hostels, and naval construction
anu hydrography schools compt'ted in training apprentices
(25).
Under Colbert's direction the Academy of Sciences published "Description of Arts and Crafts" in 1675 and "Treatise
concerning machines", whose li!"Sl volume came ou~ in 1677.
Books on Technology begar. to appear like "The pe:~ect
Businessman!! of Jacques Savary in 1669, "Efl'edive account~
ing"
Barreme in 1670. "Le Journal des Savants" explains
the new inuustrialtechniqucs used from 1665 (26).

or

Aillhis interest in industry at lOp level had its counterpart
in the eleml:ntary technical instruction which spre~d to
schools. so that we can say that Colbertism itself in tr.at way
reached the schools (27).
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